
 

Research > COMPOSING WITH PROCESS:  
PERSPECTIVES ON GENERATIVE AND 
SYSTEMS MUSIC 
 
Generative music is a term used to describe music which has 
been composed using a set of rules or system. This series of 
six episodes explores generative approaches (including 
algorithmic, system-based, formalised and procedural) to 
composition and performance primarily in the context of 
experimental technologies and music practices of the latter 
part of the twentieth century and examines the use of 
determinacy and indeterminacy in music and how these 
relate to issues around control, automation and artistic 
intention.  
 
Each episode in the series is accompanied by an additional 
programme featuring exclusive or unpublished sound pieces 
by leading sound artists and composers working in the field.  
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COMPOSING WITH PROCESS:  
PERSPECTIVES ON GENERATIVE AND 
SYSTEMS MUSIC #4.1 
Time 
 
The fourth episode in this series introduces the idea of time and its relationship 
to musical practices. The show opens with thoughts about time drawn from 
philosophy, science and musicology and shows how these are expressed in 
musical form, and looks at the origins of sonic action, musical behaviors and 
notational systems as a way of engaging with the temporal realm. With a specific 
reference to the emergence of sound recording technologies – both vinyl and tape 
– the show examines how new technologies have impacted musical vocabularies 
and changed the relationship between sound, time and music. It closes with a 
brief look at how computer based editing has extended this paradigm and opened 
the way for stochastic methods of sound generation. 

01. Transcript 

Welcome to the fourth episode of COMPOSING WITH PROCESS. 
 
Music and time share a profound connection. The philosopher Husserl, for 
example, draws upon the structure of melody to explain how we encounter time. 
Musicologists frequently refer to music as an essentially temporal activity. These 
argue that music of whatever form, tradition or age, has a fundamentally temporal 
character.   
 
Tenney and Polansky in their paper, 'Temporal Gestalt Perception in Music' say 
this: 
 

'For the historian, time is not the undifferentiated 'continuum' of the 
theoretical physicist, but a hierarchically ordered network of moments, 
incidents, episodes, periods, epochs, eras, etc. i.e., time-spans whose 
conceptual 'boundaries' are determined by the nature of the events or 
processes occurring within them or of the historian's interpretation of 
these events or processes. Similarly for the musician, a piece of music 
does not consist merely of an inarticulate stream of elementary sounds, 
but a hierarchically ordered network of sounds, motives, phrases, 
passages, sections, movements, etc. – i.e., time-spans whose 
perceptual boundaries are largely determined by the nature of the 
sounds and sound-configurations occurring within them. What is 
involved in both cases, is a conception of distinct spans of time – at 
several hierarchical levels – each of which is both internally cohesive 
and externally segregated from comparable time-spans immediately 
preceding and following it.' 

 
For most of us time appears to flow in the same direction, at the same speed, and 
we can measure it in units like minutes, microseconds or years. But many, not 
only the psychotic or intoxicated, have different views. In physics we find ideas 
about time being curved, or the notion of 'imaginary time' running at 90 degrees 
to our familiar time axis. More recently the independent writer Peter Lynds has 
suggested that, 'there's no such thing as an instant in time or present moment in 
nature'. According to Lynds, there is no flow of time, no such thing as 'now'. 
Instead, experience of flow, and nowness, and our usual experiences of time are 
just peculiar qualities of our perceptual systems… 'the outcome of brain function 
and consciousness.' Similarly philosophers might ask us to question our everyday 
assumptions about time. Kant, for example, in a statement that chimes with 
Lynds, suggests: 'time is nothing but the form of the internal sense, that is, of our 
intuition of ourselves and of our internal state' i.e., when we study time, we end 
up studying ourselves.  
 
Augustine of Hippo asks '… what is time? Who can easily and briefly explain it? 
Who can even comprehend it in thought, or put the answer into words?' Perhaps  
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music provides an innate response to these enigmatic questions. And this is 
audible in the rich variety of human musical practice, and commensurate systems 
of notation, which offer diverse and fascinating approaches to the temporal 
domain.  
 
In this sense music becomes a means of transforming the abstract into the 
concrete; a way of encountering time as immanent material presence; and, 
furthermore, a means of identifying oneself and one's social group in relation to 
its presence.  
 
~ 
 
It has been suggested that music emerges as a distinct activity in the prehistoric 
age, along with the evolution of language and other cultural activities. The 
semiologist Jean Molino argues, 'Music, language, dance, chant, poetry and 
pretend-play have a common origin' and goes on to assert, 'among the neural 
modules responsible for this activity, it would be necessary to give a central place 
to one or more rhythmic modules…'  
 
Rhythmic structures—the formulaic repetition, timing and synchronization of 
individual and group actions—are key to the evolution of these practices, 
producing a sense of expectancy and verification. Linguist Bruce Richman has 
written: 'repetition and expectancy are the best model of how early sound 
sequences first became fixed and spread', and goes on to say: 'present day music 
making, in all its varied cultural forms, is basically and entirely built and 
organized around the principle of repetition (or repetition with variation) on all 
levels.' 
 
~ 
 
From its prehistoric beginnings, the development of sonic and temporal action 
takes a different path to the visual; a division that fragments along perceptual 
fault lines. Such a division is due to the very temporal nature of sound. Whereas 
early forms of mark making leave a physical remnant or object, one that can be 
treasured, or referred to by subsequent witnesses—for example stone carvings, 
cave paintings and so on—sonic practices are, by their very nature, transitory; 
once the act has passed, so too has the sound, leaving an ethereal, albeit very 
real, trace of its happening.  
 
How then were these sonic and temporal structures to be communicated, spread, 
and preserved? We can imagine, as with other well-documented cultural 
phenomena, that the practice itself serves as its own means of transmission and 
perpetuation. But given the formulaic and formalized nature of these practices, 
as identified by Richman for example, it is easy to envisage that such routines 
should be transcribed and recorded in forms other than the sonic – including 
written instruction and diagrammatic depiction.  
 
Thus the temporal becomes parametized, procedural, codified. The function of 
the score therefore is the symbolic representation of temporal processes; 
instructions to the performer showing how to re-enact the process; how to re- 
actualize and re-temporalize the sonic form. 
 
The earliest evidence of musical notation comes from Iraq and dates from around 
2000 BC. Here instructions are given in cuneiform. Although interpretation of 
this artefact is a contentious matter, it is widely accepted to contain musical 
scales thought to denote pitches used in chanting. From existing analysis it 
seems this artefact contained no temporal information other than the sequential 
ordering of those pitches. If we skip forward in time we find that modern western 
notation represents pitch and time across a series of horizontal lines. Here time is 
linear, moving from top left to bottom right much like a passage in a book.  
 
Here time is divided into sections of equal duration, which is further divided into 
notes of specific duration related in length by ratios. Speed, rather than being 
specified in seconds or milliseconds, is specified in tempo, i.e. divisions per 
minute, and subdivided or multiplied to produce a series of related temporal 
intervals.  
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In these systems, the music is encoded in terms of non-temporal musical objects 
(the note for example), which are given a fixed temporal position within the linear 
path of the score.  
 
Throughout the history of the score, we find a fragmentation of music into the 
linear temporal frame, within which the composer places sound events. In the 
modern western score, often the two are given fixed positions – this sound at time 
χ, followed by this sound at this time χ + 1, and so on.  
 
We can see how this construction closely mirrors descriptions of time proposed by 
medieval and mechanistic thought. Precisely the kind questioned by the 
physicists and philosophical positions, mentioned at the beginning of this 
episode. However, many different treatments of musical time, from different 
ages, cultures and continents are known.  
 
For example certain forms of Indian musics are based upon cycles with increases 
and decreases of rhythmic energy and density; whereas other traditions abandon 
regular rhythmic structures altogether. The British ethno-musicologist Martin 
Clayton has written: 'A significant number of musical forms around the world do 
not use anything which could be described as musical meter, or indeed any other 
form of periodic organization.' Clayton has produced a list of over 70, 'free 
rhythm' genres, which include the recitation of Christian, Jewish, Islamic, Hindu, 
Buddhist and Shinto religious texts; shamanic ceremonies; Japanese solo 
shakuhachi music; Chinese operatic styles; and many others. Clayton points out 
that such musics are often neglected by academic study. He identifies an 
absence of adaptable concepts and methods in conventional (Western) 
musicology… where rhythmic analysis generally presumes the existence of metre. 
 
~ 
 
In the twentieth century this situation, and the issue of the temporality of music, 
became a central concern for many composers. And many attempts were made to 
explore the temporal nature of music: its transitoriness, its inner temporal 
divisions and hierarchies, how these were ordered, and so on. In their 
explorations of this area, composers began to look beyond the western musical 
framework, to other cultures, eras, traditions.  
 
Xenakis for example questioned the place of linear time structures within music. 
In 1976 he writes 'what remains of music once one removes time?' He developed 
a theory of music as having both inside and outside time characteristics. A 
melody for example exists inside time, whereas the notes themselves—the 
scale—exist outside time. For Xenakis, modern music, especially the serialists, 
placed undue emphasis on the temporal, i.e. the ordering of events as opposed to 
the events themselves outside their position in the score. Reading between the 
lines, it could be suggested that what Xenakis objected to in the emphasis on the 
temporal, was the necessity of fixed order and fixed temporal divisions as a way 
of managing musical elements. If one removes this fixed order and temporal 
structure, what remains?… The particles themselves in a mutable state.  
 

'We have to distinguish between two natures: inside-time and outside-
time. That which can be thought of without changing from the before 
and the after is outside-time. Traditional modes are partially outside-
time, the logical relations and operations applied on classes of sounds, 
intervals, characters... are also outside-time. Those whose discourse 
contains the before or the after, are inside-time. The serial order is 
inside-time, a traditional melody too. All music, in its outside-time 
nature, can be rendered instantaneously, flat. Its inside-time nature is 
the relation of its outside-time nature with time. As sonorous reality, 
there is no pure outside-time music: there is pure inside-time music, it 
is rhythm in its pure form.' Xenakis 

 
~ 
 
An important and pivotal development was sound recording and playback 
technologies. The adoption of these technologies by composers and a few 
experimental music studios was to profoundly reframe the relationship between 
music, sound and the temporal. As Milton Babbitt observed: 
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'If there is... one component which originally led composers to the 
electronic medium, it was and is the temporal domain... Those who 
originally turned to electronic tape were obviously attracted to the 
element of control... You can control time as a measurable distance of 
tape. Here we are talking about rhythm in every sense of the word. Not 
only durational rhythm, but also the time rate of changes of register, of 
timbre, of volume, and of those many musical dimensions that were 
unforeseen until we tried to find out how we heard and how we could 
structure the temporal.' 

 
Sound recording technologies offered a means of capturing and manipulating 
sonic materials in a more direct manner without the need for a formalised scoring 
system. For the first time, sound as it actually appeared to the listener (if we 
ignore issues of fidelity) could be recorded without the need for an abstract 
procedural layer – i.e. the score. Both reel-to-reel tape and record allow a number 
of time-based processes and the primary composition potential of recording 
technologies was in the time domain. Such processes included reversing, looping, 
splicing, speed changing and layering of recorded sound: impossible, 
unforeseeable, perhaps unimaginable before the advent of sound recording. 
 
Curtis Roads: 
 

'As a tool of composition, the tape recorder liberated the dimension of 
musical time from dependence on any kind of meter, whether regular or 
fragmented. Using a tape recorder with a varispeed control, musical 
time could be continuously sped up, slowed down, played backwards, or 
freely modulated.' 

 
These technologies came to the fore at the beginning of the fifties with three 
groups of activity in three cities: the Musique Concrète movement based in Paris 
associated with Pierre Schaeffer; the Elektronische Musik of Cologne associated 
with Stockhausen; and a group of composers in New York including John Cage, 
David Tudor, Morton Feldman and others. Each was to adopt the sound recording 
and explore its potential in a unique manner.  
 
Pierre Schaeffer's initial experiments with recording technologies made use of the 
record player. In developing Musique Concrète he found it possible to play 
sounds backwards by reverse mounting a pickup arm to his record player. 
Although the more modern record players operating at 33 1/3 RPM allowed for 
the reversal of the direction of the record itself, the larger head of the 78 RPM 
system did not. This led to experiments with speed and direction changes, 
looping and so on.  
 
Schaeffer's first complete study, Étude aux Chemins de Fer, composed of 
recordings made at Gare des Batignolles in Paris, during 1948, makes extensive 
use of looped sounds. 
  
When working with record players a number constraints were imposed on the 
composer. Loops for example, at 78 RPM, would be a maximum of 0.8 seconds 
long. To achieve loops of greater duration the record had to be slowed down 
which led to significant degradations of audio fidelity. What is interesting however 
is that the loop length is directly related to the speed at which the record turns, 
quite different to its relation to tape in which loop duration can be achieved by 
pieces of tape with different physical lengths.  
 
In 1951 the engineer Jacques Poullin was commissioned to design a new studio 
for Schaeffer's Music Concrète that included a series of monophonic tape 
recorders and a three-track machine. A device known as a Morphophone was built 
with ten playback heads each playing tape loops in order to create a range of 
temporal treatments including an approximation of reverberation. Other 
machines, including the Phonogene, was installed which played looped 
recordings at different speeds controlled by a twelve note keyboard. Again, all 
these processes were essentially temporal investigations.  
 
Multitrack tape also facilitated the overdubbing of sounds. In the Cologne based 
studio associated with the development of Elektronische Musik a typical 
procedure involved the use of a sine wave generator in conjunction with 
multitrack recording to create what was referred to as 'tone mixtures'. Here  
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individual harmonic components were layered one by one to create a cohesive 
sonic form.   
 
Unlike the turntable, tape facilitated more intricate editing of sound by cutting 
and joining tape itself. Of interest to many composers using tape in this way was 
the concrete relationship between time duration and tape length. Stockhausen 
began experimenting with this characteristic in the fifties and developed a 
number of works exploring this direct relation between duration, tape speed and 
length to develop rhythmic structures. He began to assemble portions of tape 
with differing lengths and arranged these into various patterns. These can be 
heard on the first two cologne works 'Studie I' (1953) and 'Studie II' (1954).  
 
In 'Studie I' Stockhausen used a formalized procedure to define the length of 
each sound: he identified the loudest frequency component of each sound, 
divided it by ten, then cut the tape to the corresponding length in centimetres; 
the duration of each sound was therefore determined by its spectral content.  
 
In 'Studie II', once this had been assembled, artificial reverberation was applied 
to give the composition a sense of quasi-continuous sound; i.e., Stockhausen 
reintroduced the idea of linearity and continuous flow that was been present in 
earlier musical practices.  
 
During his investigations Stockhausen developed the idea of the 'autonomous 
moment'. Here, each unit or moment is important in itself without beginning or 
end, 'concentration on the now – on every now – as if it were a vertical slice 
dominating over any horizontal conception of time and reaching into 
timelessness, which I call eternity'. However this seems at odds with his use of 
artificial reverberation which aims to create a sense of continuity out of 
autonomous moments.  
 
As his explorations of this area developed Stockhausen explored the use of 
several simultaneous loops of long periods which were then mixed and recorded. 
Stockhausen also discovered he could use the fast forward function of the tape 
recorder to dramatically speed up sound, by rerecording and repeating this 
procedure he found that rhythms would take on a pitch and timbral quality.  
 
At a similar time in New York a group of composers also adopted these tools and 
began to explore the techniques they offered. It was here that Cage produced 
'Imaginary Landscape No. 5' and 'Williams Mix' in which Cage famously adopted 
the role of chance in the arrangement of works.  
 
However, the role of indeterminate temporal processes in tape-based composition 
however would always result in an 'edit' that was the same each time it was 
played – everything was fixed at the point of composition. The playback of the 
sound itself, the composition, was ultimately linear in the temporal domain. And 
in this sense conceptually comparable to the modern western score. This issue 
was to be addressed by composers as computational technologies developed. 
Allowing the integration and cross pollination of non-linear performance methods 
with non-linear playback methods.  
 
As tape speeds grew faster, what struck Cage and others was the vast amount of 
tape used to record even very short sounds – a second, for example, became 
fifteen inches. This enabled extremely fast edits to be performed which resulted 
not in a sequence of separate sounds, but of very fast edits that were perceived 
as a single sonic texture. 
 
~ 
 
The development of computing has also profoundly altered how we engage with 
music, sound and its temporal domain. In a very obvious way audio editing 
systems have provided new ways of engaging with sonic material. These largely 
follow temporal and technical paradigms borrowed from tape-based systems: for 
example sound as a linear, temporally fixed object, with functions to reverse, 
loop, edit, stretch, compress and so on. Yet although it follows this paradigm 
computer based editing has a number of crucial differences. 
 
The primary difference is that the operator sees a transverse representation of the  
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sound. Additionally the operator can zoom and out of the time domain – 
expanding of contracting the amount of screen space, to represent sonic time.  
 
There are also a number of quite pragmatic differences which change how the 
operator deals with the temporal domain. For example repeatability is slightly 
different on screen to on tape. With tape a loop can be created in a number of 
ways. One way is to physically loop a section of tape and rerecord it. A further 
method is to have several copies of a section and to splice them together. Both of 
these incur sonic degradation. A screen based-system on the other hand allows 
the user to cut and paste the original data any number of times, and to do this 
without having to physically set up tape loops, switch tapes and so on. The 
process becomes more efficient in this sense.  
 
Systemisch by the German group Oval was constructed in this way. It is often 
believed that this work was the result of an automated process which procedurally 
re-arranged fragments of sound. Whereas in fact Markus Popp has said it was the 
result of painstaking cutting, copying and pasting of sound in an audio editor. 
 
Like tape, this paradigm is very much grounded in the idea of a linear temporal 
domain into which the composer places sound – a fixing of sonic events within 
the flow of time. But the computer enables the development and exploration of 
different time based structures.  
 
This idea is not new, Ligeti for example compared the open score to a Calder 
mobile – here the components, shapes, colour and their connections were fixed, 
but from each angle and at each moment these could be seen in a different 
spatial arrangement. This view is echoed by Trevor Wishart who has proposed the 
terms 'field' and 'order' in reference to music: the field being the components; 
and the order is the system within which they are arranged. This again correlates 
to Xenakis' view that we encountered earlier.  
 
Although this idea has been around for a while, none the less, computers offer 
the possibility to study the temporal property of music in ways that were 
previously impossible, or at least quite difficult.  
 
In the next episode we will, among other things, look at the development of a 
technique known as granular synthesis and look at musics dealing with the 
extremes of duration. 
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